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By M. A. N A I M A R K in Moscow (USSR) 
To Professor Be la Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 50 th birthday 
Let H be a Hilbert space with the usual inner product [x, y] and with an inde-
finite inner product (x, y) which, for some complete orthonormal system { e j in 
H, is defined by 
1 * 
(1). ( x , y ) = 
a= 1 a>y. 
where 
( 2 ) = e j , % = [y, e j , 
x is a fixed positive integer and n < dim H. Such a space H will be called a space 
ilx with indefinite metric. Another, axiomatic definition of the space IIX was given 
by I . S. IOHVIDOV and M . G . KRETN [1] ; we shall follow here the terminology and 
use the results of this paper. 
. A linear operator U in IIX is called unitary if it maps II y onto IIx, and preserves 
the scalar product (x, y), i .e. 
(Ux, Uy) •--(x, y) for all .v. vf //„. 
By a theorem of L . S . PONTRYAGIN [2], there exists, for every unitary, operator U 
in IIX, a «-dimensional non-negative subspace, which is invariant with respect to U.1) 
This theorem plays an important role in the study of unitary operators in IIH. 
It is therefore natural to expect that the following theorem 1 will be useful 
for the theory of unitary group representations in n x , for the theory of rings of 
operators in IIX, and for other topics2). 
. ' ) L. S. PONTRYAGIN proved his theorem for self-adjoint operators (with respect to (x,y)); 
using the Cayley transformation one easily sees (cf. [1]) that the,theorem of L. S. PONTRYAGIN is 
equivalent'to the theorem for unitary operators cited above. Another, simpler proof of the 
theorem for unitary (and also for more general) operators was given by M. G. KREIN [2] (see also 
I. S. IOHVIDOV and M. G. KRLÏN [1] ; for further generlizations of this theorem see M. 
BRODSKII" [ 4 ] a n d H . LANGER [ 5 ] , [ 6 ] ) . 
2) Theorem 1 has been announced by the author in the Note [8] and a proof was there given 
for x=l; various applications of the theorem will be treated in further publications. We note 
that theorem 1 (see also proposition • VI. and corollary 2 below) contains the solution for Hx 
of a problem posed by PHILLIPS [7]. 
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T h e o r e m 1. Let U be a set of commuting unitary operators in Jlx, then there 
exists in IIX a x-dimensional non-negative subspace which is invariant with respect 
to all t/eu. 
P r o o f 1. Let { e j be a complete orthonormal system (with respect to [x, J]) 
in I i x , such that (1) and (2) hold; it follows from (1) and (2) that we also have 
(3) .£»•=(*, O for « = ] , . . . , x, 
(4) = - ( x , e j for « > « . 
Put for any x £ I l x 
(5) = x~.= 2 i , e a \ a= 1 a>* 
then we have the relation 
(6) .' x = Z < l 7 e ^ x + + x -
a 
and using (1) and (2) we get: 
(7) [x, y] = (x+, x+) - (x-, x~), (x, y) = (x+, x+) + (*" , x" ) . 
We note also that 
(8) ( x + , x + ) s O , (x-,x~)^0, ' 
and the equality sign holds in (8) only if x + = 0 , or x ~ = 0 , respectively. 
Let X={x^, ..., xx) be a system of « vectors x t , ...,xxdIJx satisfying the follow-
ing conditions: 
a) xx, ...,xx are linearly independent; 
P) the .«-dimensional subspace 9WX generated by x , , ..., xx is non-negative. 
I. The vectors x+, ..., xx also are linearly independent. x x In fact, let 2 caxit f ° r some numbers ca. Put x = 2 V , ; then 
a = l • ar=1 
x 
x+.= 2 Cax+ = 0. On the other hand, by ¿3), (7), and (8), «=I 
0 ^ ( x , x) - (x+, x+) + (x~, x~) = (x~, x~) S 0, 
thus (x~, x ~ ) = 0 , implying x~~=0. Therefore, x = x+ +x~ = 0, i. e. 2 c*xx = 0-
a = 1 
By a) this implies cy=c2 = ... =cx = 0 concluding the proof of I. 
Each vector xi can be considered as a column of its coordinates £ay = [xj, ea], 
thus X will be a matrix X=\\£aj\\ with « columns; on the other hand the x f , . . . ,x+ 
define a «X«-matr ix X+ =H„j\\t,j=lyIf X satisfies a) and p), then by I the 
•inverse (A'4") -1 exists. A system X—(xj \ ..., xx) satisfying a) and ft) will be. called 
normed, if X+ = 1, where 1 denotes the « X «-identity matrix. If Z i s not normed, then 
the matrix X=X(X+)~1 will define a normed system. We denote by K the set of all 
normed systems satisfying a) and P). Two systems X = ( x j , ...,xx),X' =(xi, ...,xx) 
define the same subspace if and only if X' = XA, where A is a non-singular « X «-matrix. 
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Particularly, X and X=X(X+)~l define the same subspace; thus every non-negative 
«-dimensional subspace is defined by a system X=(x1, ..., x j If two systems 
X,X'iK define the same subspace, then X' = XA and hence X'+=X+A. But 
X'+ = Z + = 1 and therefore A = 1. 
In other words : 
II. IfSSlx denotes the subspace defined by a system X£K, then the correspon-
dence A'—SJix ^ a one-to-one mapping of K onto the set of all non-negative y.-dimen-
sional subspaces in TIX. 
2. If X=(x1, ..., x„)eK, then {cixl +... + cxxx, c ^ +... + cxxx) holds for 
any complex cv, ..., cx. In virtue of (7) this means that 
(9) [ctxT + ... + cxx~, Cjxf +....+ cxx~]== [c^xt + ..'•+ cKxf, ctxt + • • • + cKx*]. 
But condition X+ = 1 implies that the right hand side of (9) is 2 \cj\2, so that (9) 
• . J = 1 
can be written as 
(10) ' 2 . [ x i , x j } c - c 0 ^ . 2 \cj \ 2 . 
Conversely, if (10) is satisfied, and if we put x} — ej + xj~,\j — 1, we get a 
system ..., 'If 
f 1 for a' =- a 
C"' = j.o ' for- 'aVa 
then (10) takes the form 
(11 ) [ . v a , A V ] = r l 
and hence 
(12 ) . - I f c i ] ^ . 
By (5) each x~ can be represented in thé. form 
(13) - V = 2 W / î where = t*« - .^] ; 
/ * > * • ' • 
thus (12) can be written as 
(14) 2 I i y ^ « . ' • 
« = 1 fi>x 
Denote by |> the Hilbert space of all sequences f , — {^¡,1 a = l, ..., *; /i > x} with 
the norm ; 
\ a — 1 0>x J 
and let Q be thé bail ||£||2 ?ax in Then (13) and (14) mean: 
III. The correspondence X-*Ç = ; a = 1, ..., « ; -j8 > k} w a one-to-one mapping 
of K onto a set Q,c.Q. 
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The ball Q is known to be bicompact in the weak topology of £>. On the other 
hand <2i is closed3) and hence also bicompact. In fact by (10) and (13) £ £ Q, if 
and only if 
(15) 2 
y>x 
Let T be a finite set {yt,;y2, •••> 7«} a n d <7 be the family of all finite sets f (with 
any number of elements). Denote by Q(r, clt ..., cy) the set of all satisfying 
the inequality 
X _ X 
(16) 2 . 2 2 \cj\2 
tx,P = l y g r j = 1 
for fixed ct, ...,cx and F, and let Q{cx, ..., cx) denote the set of all £ satisfying 
(15) for fixed c 1 ; ..., cx. Each is a continuous function of hence the left hand 
side of (16) also is a continuous function. Therefore, Q(F, c , , ..., cx) is closed: But 
Q(cu cx) = f| Q(T,cu ...,cx) 
and 
Q i - Q Q{cu - , c x \ 
where the last intersection is taken over all systems cit ..., cx of complex numbers. 
Thus Q(clt ..., c„) and Qi are also closed and Qi is a bicompact set. 
Now we show that Qy is a convex set. Denote by If the «-dimensional Hilbert 
X 
space of all c = (c1, ..., cx) with the inner product (c, c') = 2 c f ' j and let /2 be the 
J= i . 
Hilbert space of all sequences = {tiy, y > x } satisfying 2 toyl < 0 ° with the inner 
y>x 
product 
Ol, >/') = 2 '/>•'?)•. 
y>x 
Then in virtue of (15) Q i can beTegarded as the set of all bounded operators 
'/y 2 iyx^-a a= 1 
from to I2 with norm S. l . As the last set is convex, Q1 is also convex. 
3. Let X=(xlt ..., xx) be a system satisfying a) and /?) (p. 178), and let U be 
a unitary operator in Tlx. Then the system Y=(Uxl, ..., Uxx) satisfies also a) and 
P)-
In fact, since U is unitary and xlt ...,xx are linearly independent, Uxt,..., Uxx 
are also linearly independent. Further, using /?) for , ..., xx we have 
f x X \ / X x \ I * * \ 
2 cai/xa, 2 c*ux*) = [u 2 c*x** u 2 c*x*) = . 2 caxa, 2 s o . V = 1 a= 1 / \ a = l a= 1 / \ a = l «=1. / 
2 a= 1 • 2 j=i 
3) In the following all topological notions in § will be considered in the weak topology oft) . 
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Particularly, U transforms every system X£K(cf. p. 178) into a system Y satisfying 
a.) and ¡i), hence by I the matrix ( T + ) _ 1 exists. We denote by Vv the (non-linear) 
operator defined by 
(17) VuX—Y(Y+)~i where Y={Ux1, ..., Uxx). 
As VvX£K, the operator Vv transforms К into itself. By virtue of III Vv can also 
be considered as an operator Vv transforming Ql into itself. This operator Vv is 
continuous in Qi- In fact, let 77 + (and П denote the set of all х £ Д х for which 
(resp. x + = 0 ) ; then in virtue of (6) and (7) 
(18) Пх = Я + Ф Л ; 
where 77 + and 77 ~ are orthogonal with respect to (x, y) and also with respect to 
[x, y]. According to the decomposition (18) U can be given by a matrix 
(19) U ' 
А В 
С D 
where A, B, C, D are bounded operators; A is an operator in /7 +, D is.an operator 
in B is an operator from 77~ into 77+ and C is an operator from 77+ into 
77~. If we use the orthonormal system { e j and the decompositions (5), we; see 
that 77 + and 77 ~ coincide with the spaces l\ and I2, and A, B, C, D are represented 
by matrices. Moreover, the systems X£K are represented by matrices 
X= 
where 1 is the «Xx-identity matrix and in virtue of (19) Y=(Uxi, ..., Uxx) means 
that 
A + BZ 
C+DZ 
Thus Y+ = A+B£ and Vv£ = (C + DOiA+B^)-1. As A, B, C, D are bounded, 
the functions £ — C + and £ -+A + B£ are continuous. Moreover A + Bi\ is a 
«X«-matrix arid (A + BS)*1 exists; hence the function £ — + is also 
continuous. Thus the function = (C + D£,)(A + B£,)~l is also continuous. 
Therefore Vv is a continuous transformation into itself of the convex bicompact 
set Qt and hence Vv has a fixpoint in g , . Let t, be such a fixpoint, i. e. 
In virtue of (17) and III this means that 
Y(Y+)- -X hence Y=XY+ 
i .e . the systems F = ( i / x 1 , ..., Uxx) and X=(xl, ..., xx) define the same subspace 
Ttx', this means that is invariant with respect to U. So we have proved the 
existence of a non-negative «-dimensional subspace, which is invariant with respect 
to U.A) . . 
*) The argument in sections 2 and 3 is a slight modification of the proof of theorem 3. 1 in [1]. 
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4. We have proved in section 3, that every fixpoint Ç of Vu in Q1 defines a non-
negative «-dimensional subspace in IIX, which is invariant with respect to U. 
Conversely, let 9JÎ be any non-ne'gative «-dimensional subspace in J7X which 
is invariant with respect to U. In virtue of II 931 = for some uniquely defined 
X£K and the invariance of 9JÎX means that X=(x1, ..., xy) and Y=(Uxl, ..., Uxx) 
define the same subspace, i. ç. 
(20) ' Y=XA 
where A is a «X«-matrix. As X+ = 1 this implies Y+ =X+A = A and hence 
Y=XY+, Y(Y+)~ =X. 
But this means that Vv£, = Ç, where £ is defined by 
i .e . ^ is a fixpoint of Vv. In other words: 
IV. The mappings S l i * - — i n propositions IL and III define a one-to-one ' 
correspondence 93}*«—£ between all non-negative x-dimensional subspaces 9W, which 
are invariant with respect to' U and all fixpoint s £ in Qj ofVv. 
5. Denote by Qv the set of all fixpoints of Vv in Q. As Vv is continuous Q(J 
is closed. In virtue of IV our theorem will be proved if we show that the intersection 
of all Qv (JJi ll) is n ° t void. But Qi being bicompact it suffices to prove that the 
intersection of every finite system QVi, ..., QUn (Uj6It) is not void. In virtue of 
IV this means that for every finite system Uit ..., U„ of commuting unitary operators 
there exists a non negative «-dimensional subspace, which is invariant with res-
pect to every Uj'(j—l, ...,ri). 
We prove first the following weaker assertion: 
V. For any commuting unitary operators Ux, ..., Un in IIx a non-negative subspace 
9^(0) (not necessarily x-dimensional) exists, which is invariant with respect to 
u,,..., U„. 
. We prove this proposition by induction with respect to n. For n = 1 the assertion 
V follows from , the assertion proved in section 3. We suppose that the assertion is 
true for some n and prove it to be also true for n + 1. 
Let Uit ..., U„, Un+1 be commuting unitary operators in Iix. By our assumption 
a non-negàtive subspace 3i ^ (0 ) exists, which is invariant with respect to U1, ..., U„; 
by Lemma 1.2 in [1] 91 is finite dimensional and dim Te S The restrictions of 
Uit ..., Un to 91 are commuting linear operators in the finite dimensional space 
91. Hence they have a common eigenvector, say XQ^O in 9i. Thus 
(21 ) • . • UjX0—'XjX0 f o r j= 1, ..., n 
where Xj is the eigenvalue of U) corresponding to x0 ; as x0 € 9Î, 
(22) (x0 , x 0 ) s O . 
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Denote by 9i' the set of all vectors x € Ilx satisfying 
(23) U j X - k j X for j — l,...,n. 
Then by (24) we have .v069i'. 
Moreover we have 
(24) . U n + i W = W. 
In fact, if x£9i ' , i. e. (23) holds, then U„+1UjX — XjUn+1x, i. e. UjU„+1x — XjUn+lx. 
This means that £ / n + 1 9 i ' c9 i ' . Replacing in this argumént t /„ + 1 by we also 
get { / „ V ^ r c g r , hence W(zUn+13l' concluding the proof of (24). As 9i' contains 
the non-negative vector x'Q, theorem 4. 4 in [1] can be applied to 91' and Un+1. Thus 
9Î' contains a non-negative subspace 9f6 ^ (0) which is invariant with respect to 
Un+1. By (23) 9Î6 is also invariant'with respect to Ut, ...,U„. This concludes the 
proof of proposition V. 
We prove now the following proposition: 
VI. Let 9 c ^ (0) be a non-negative subspace, which is invariant with respect to 
(Jy, ..., U„. If dim 9c < x then a non-negative subspace 9 c, exists, 9 c j ^91, which 
is also invariant with respect to U{, .'.., Un. 
If proposition VI is proved, then applying it first to 9(, then to and so on, 
we get after a finite number of steps a «-dimensional non-negative subspace 9ft 
which is invariant with respect to U1 , ..., [/„ and this concludes the proof of Theo-
rem 1. So, we turn to the proof of proposition VI. 
Let dim 9Î = «0 < Only the following cases are possible : 
a) 9Î is positive. Then 9fî"L is a space and 9V1- is also invariant5) with 
respect to Uly ..., U„. Applying proposition V tô. the restrictions of Ui,...,Ua. 
to 9 ^ we get a non-negative subspace 9 c' c 9c_L, W ^ (0), which is invariant with 
respect to Ult ..., U„. Put 9^ = 9c©9l'. Then 9 c c 9Î,, 9 ? ? ^ , 9'i, is non-negative 
and invariant with respect to Ul, ..., Un. 
b) 9Ï is a nullspace. Let G be a subspace in n x skewly related to 9c (cf. [1], 
definition 4. 1); put F = 9i + G and H = TcJ~. Then F is a 2«0-dimensional space 
n > 0 , hence F ^ is a space IJX_X0. Thus 
n x = ( 9 U G ) © i I , . v 
Using the argument in the proof of Lemma 4. 1 in [1] we get 
(25) ' H = ^ = m ® n x _ x o . 
As 9c _!_ H, relation (25) shows that the factor-space H — ///9i is isomorphic to Tlx_xa 
and hence is also a space IJX-X0. On the other hand, 9f being invariant with respect 
to the unitary operators Ult ..., U„.the subspace H=9i~L has the same property 
(see the footnote 5); hence the Uj ( j — l,...,ri) induce commuting unitary 
operators Uj-(j= 1, ..., rij in H = FJy^Xo. In virtue of-V, there exists a non-negative 
5) In fact as 9! is finite dimensional, and Uj are unitary, we have i/j9i = 9f and therefore for 
jreSi-1-, .ye 91 we get • 
(Ujx,y) = (x, UJly) = 0 
in virtue of £ / / V e 9 i . This shows, that IJjxiVl-^. ' 
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subspace 91 ^ (0), 9í c H, which is invariant with respect to Ű^,..., Ű„. L é t / b e the 
natural mapping of H onto H; put 9^ Then 9 i c 9 i 1 ( 91 ^ 9 1 ^ 91, is 
non-negative and invariant with respect to Ult ...,U„. 
c) 91 is not a nullspace, but it contains nullvectors. By the Cauchy—Bunya-
kovsky inequality, valid in 9?, each such nullvector is isotropic for 91, hence the 
set of all nullvectors in 91 coincides with the isotropic subspace of. 91, which we 
denote by Si'. By our assumption (0) ^ 91' cz 91, 91 '^ 91, and therefore 0 < « ' < « o , 
where «' = dim 91'. Let G be a subspace in i l x , which is skewly related to 91'. Put 
91" = {x:x<E91,x.LG} = 9 inG J - . 
Then 
(26) 9! = 91' ffi 91". 
In fact, 9i', 9 í " e9 í and 91' ±91; hence 91'© 91" c 91 and we have to prove the 
opposite inclusion 9<rffi9ii"z>9l. By Lemma 4. 1 in [1] we have 
77X = 9 1 ' 4 - G J -
so that any x^TIx can be uniquely represented in the form x = y + z, where j £91 ' , 
z £ G-1-. If now x £ 91, then z = x - ^ 6 9 1 t h u s z € 9 í n G J - = 9 í "andx = y + z£ 9?'®9i" 
concluding the proof of (26). 
The subspace 9c" is positive. In fact, if x £ 91" and (x, x) = 0 then x is an iso-
tropic vector for 91, hence x £ 91'. Thus x is an element of 9t', which is orthogonal 
to G; by the definition of G this is impossible if x ^ O . The last argument show 
that 91'Pi 91" = (0), so that in virtue of (26) 
(27) x0 = x' + x", where, «" = dim 91". 
Now put (c/. (26)) 
(28) F = 9í + (7 = (91" © 9 c') + G = 91" © (91' 4- G) 
and 
(29) / / = 9i-\ H' = F \ 
As 91" is a positive «"-dimensional subspace and 91' 4- G is a 2«'-dimensional space 
TIX- equality (28) implies that F i s a 2x' + «"-dimensional space Tlx,+x„ =TJX0. There-
fore H' is a space nxjx0. Moreover, 
(30) H = H'® 9!'. 
In fact, as Fzd% we have H' = FA-a91*1- = H and also 9 1 ' c H , hence / / ' © 9 i ' c / / . 
So we have to prove the opposite relation Hxz H' © '91, or what is the same 91 = H^ 3 
=)(.//'©91')^. L e t x £ ( / / ' © 91')^. Then x € H,J- = F and by (28) we have x=y + z, 
where j£91, z£G. On the other hand, we have 91' _L 91, hence y _L 91' and therefore 
z = x—jj_91' . As G and 91' are skewly related, this implies z = 0 ; then x=> '£9 i 
concluding the proof of (30). 
The subspaces 91 and H=3iA- are invariant with respect to Uir ..., U„. Hence 
91' = 9Í-1-n9Í = Hfl91 is also invariant with respect to Ult...,U„ and therefore 
the Uj(J= 1, ..., n) induce commuting unitary operators Uj(j=], ..., ri) in the factor-
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space 
(31 ) H = 77/9c'. -
But in virtue of (30) H is isomorphic to H' arid therefore is a space i7x_x0. 
By proposition V there exists a non-negative subspace 9Ï c H, 9Î ^(0), which is-
invariant with respect to Ult ..., U„. Let / b e the natural mapping of H onto H; 
put 9i*=/'_1CJ0- Then 91* is a non-negative subspace, which is invariant with, 
respect to t/, ,-. . . , U„, 91*3 91', 91*^91', and 9c* c H; hence 91*_L91. Put-
then 9^ is a non-negative subspace, which is invariant with respect to Ut, ..., U,r 
and it remains to show that dim 91i =-dim 91.. To this end we note that 
9i' c 91 D 91* c C]H = 91', 
hence 91091* =91' and therefore 
dim 9c1! = dim 9c +'dim 9c* - dim 9c' > dim 91, 
concluding the proof of proposition VI and theorem 1. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. For every family % of commuting bounded Hermitian operators 
in n„ there exists a x-dimensional non-negative subspace, which is invariant with respect 
to all operators of %. 
P r o o f . Put for real t and H 0 t 
U, = e"» =' 1 + ~ (iH) + ^ {iH)2 + .... 
Then the U, form a commuting set of unitary operators in 17*. By Theorem 1, 
there exsits a «-dimensional non-negative subspace 9)1, which is invariant with respect 
to all e"", HÇ.%, ~>). In virtue of the relation 
it v ' -0 for i - 0 , 
9Jc is also an invariant subspace for all H £ % . " 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let R be a commutative algebra of bounded operators in llx, 
satisfying the condition: A£R implies A* £R where A* is the adjoint operator with 
respect to (x, j>) (i. e. (Ax, y). = Xx,.A*y) for all x,ydllx). Then a non-negative 
x-dimensional subspace exists which is invariant with respect to all A £ R. 
P r o o f . Ler % be the set of all Hermitian operators from R. Then % satisfies 
the conditions of Corollary 1. Hence a «-dimensional non-negative subspace -JJc 
exists, which is invariant with respect to all H£%. If now A£R, then also A* D R 
and we have A = Hl+iH2, where Ht = — (A + A*), H2 = — (A - A*). Thus' 2 2 / 
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Hl,H2 are Hermitian, Hx, H2 £ R and therefore H1,H2^%. As 9)1 is invariant 
with respect to Hx, H2£% it is also invariant with respect to A. 
The following Theorem 2 generalizes Corollary 2; assertion 2) of this theorem 
can be considered as an infinite dimensional generalization of the Lie theorem for 
solvable Lie algebras. 
The o r e m 2. Let Xq, X , , X2, . . . , X m be sets of linear bounded oper-
ators in Tlx, and H0, H,, ..., //,„_! bounded Hermitian operators such that 
a) l o D ^ D . ^ D ^ ; b) Xv is generated by Hv and Xv+x for v = 0, 1, ..., m —1; 
•c) [Hv, A] = HVA — AHv£Xv+l for every A £Xv+l; d) Xm is commutative and 
A £ X,„ implies A * £ X„,. 
Then: 1) there exists a non-negative v.-dimensional subspace in nx which is 
.invariant with respect, to all operators from X0; 2) there exists a non-negative 
•vector x0 £ n„, x0 ^ 0 which is a common eigenvector for all operators from X0. 
P r o o f . We prove first by induction, that A £ X v implies A* £XV for v = 0 , ' l , ..., 
.m — 1. For v = m this .assertion follows from the condition d) of the theorem. Now 
we suppose the assertion is true for some v + 1 and prove it to be true for v. Let 
A^XV; then by condition b) A = aHv + Ax, where AtiXv + 1 , hence At£Xv + l . 
But then A* = aHv + AiiXv and the assertion is proved for v. Denote by %v the 
set of all Hermitian operators from Xv. Using the assertion proved and applying 
the same'argument as in the proof of Corollary 2 we see that every A£XV has 
the form 
(32) A = H1+ iH2 (H\, H2 aO. . 
Now we prove assertion 2) by induction. For X„, the assertion follows from 
Corollary 1. In fact, by Corollary 1 a non-negative ^-dimensional subspace 9)1 
•exists, which is invariant with respect to all H£%,„; in virtue of (32) 9)1 is also 
invariant with respect to all A £ Xm. As 9)1 is finite dimensional and invariant with 
respect to the commuting family X„„ there exists a vector x0 6 931, x0 ^ 0 , which is 
a common eigenvector for all A £ X„,. 
Now we suppose that assertion 2) holds for some X v + 1 and then prove.it to 
hold for Xv. By our assumption, there exists a non-negative vector Xq^O, x0£TIy, 
which is a common eigenvector for all A £ X v + l , so that 
(33) Ax0=X(A)x0 for all A£'XV+1, 
where X(A) is a complex-valued linear function on A rv+1. Put -
. Hfxo = xp . (P = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) 
[A, Hv] — Aw, = (p = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) " 
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Then in virtue of condition c) of the theorem 
A«»exv + l f o r all - A£XV+I a n d p= 1,2,3, ..., 
hence by (33) and (34) 
Axx = AHvxo = [A, Hy]x0+HvAxo = A<-l)x0 + X(A)Hvx0 = 
• = X(A^)x0 + X(A)Xi. 
Repeating the same argument we easily obtain by induction, that 
(36) Axp = 1(A)xp+pa{A(1))xp^ + C2PX{A^)xp.2+... 
...+C«X(AM)xp-q+...+X(AM)x0 . 
holds for all AzXv + 1 and all p —1,2,3, .... 
We show that in fact A U ^ s O and hence also AG4(P)) = 0 for a l l p = l, 2, 3, ... 
and A£XV+1. Suppose the contrary; let A(A(1))^0; then, in virtue of (32) also 
on % v + l . Only the following cases can occur: 
Case a): A (A) is not real for some A = A0 . Then ( x o , x o ) = 0 . We show 
by induction, that 
(37) . (xq, x r) = 0 
holds for all q,r —1,2, . . . . First we remark, that 
(38) (xq, xr) = (H*x0, H2x0) = (H«+2x0, x0), 
so that (xq, xr) depends only on q + r. 
We have seen that ( x 0 ) x 0 ) = 0, hence our assertion holds for q + r = 0. We 
suppose it is true for q + r<p and prove it to be true for q + r = p. To this, end 
we take the inner product of both sides of (36) with x 0 . Then by our inductive 
assumption we get , 
(Axp, x0) = l{A){xp, x0) 
and on the other hand for A.£%v + 1 we have 
(Axp, x'o) = (xp, Axq) = (xp , a(A)x0) X(A) (xp, x 0 ) ; ' 
thus 
. [ A U ) - X 0 i ) i ( x p , X o ) = 0. . 
But A(A0) — A(A0) 0, hence (xp, x0) = 0 concluding the proof of (37). Denote 
by 90t the closed subspace generated by all xp(p=0, 1, 2, ....). By (34) 9JI is invariant 
with respect to Hv. In virtue of (37) Tc is a nullspace in 17x and hence dim 
9)1 is. finite-dimensional. Relations (36) show, that 931 is also invariant with respect 
to A. Let A, Hv be the restrictions of A and Hv to 90c; then (36) holds also for these 
A and Hv. Put in (36) A(l> instead of A; then we obtain 
i ( 1 ) x p = A(A(1))xp+pA(A(2))xp-! + ... +A(A(p+1))x0 (p= 0 ,1 , 2, ...). 
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These equalities show that by our assumption 
T r ( i < ! ) ) = X(A(1)) dim SR jiO • for some A£%v+1 
where Tr(A) denotes the.trace of A. 
On the other hand we have 
T r ( i ( 1 ) ) = Tr(AHv-HvA) = Tx(AHv)-Tr(HvA) 
and we get a contradiction which shows that X ( A ^ ) ^ 0 is impossible in case a). 
Case fi): X(A) is real for all A£%v+l . For A£%v+1 we have 
A( i)* = (AHV-HVA)* = HVA—AHV 
thus A(1> has the form 
A(,) = iAi 
where At is Hermitian. Hence 
(39) X(A^) = in (A^) , 
where n(A<-i)) — X(Al) is a real number (as 1(A) is real on X v + 1 ) which is on 
3CV+1 (by our assumption that A(y4(1))^0). We show that also in this case relations 
(37) hold; then repeating the argument used in case a) we also get a contradiction, 
proving that X(A{ly)^0 is impossible also in case jS). 
By (36), for p = 1 we have 
Ax1 = A^Xi+A^^^Xo, 
hence 
' • (Axltx0y= X(A)(x1,x0) + X(A^)(x0,x0). 
. On the other hand, if A Z % v + l , we have 
(Ax i, XQ) = (x j , Axq) = (x , , X(A)x0) = X(A)(xltx0), hence 
; .( / i(")(x0 , ,v0) - 0. 
As we have (x0 , x 0 ) = 0 and so (37) holds for g + r — 0. Now we suppose 
that (37) holds for q + r^p and prove it to be true for g + r = p. To this end we 
take the inner product of both sides of (36) with Xj. In virtue of our inductive as-
sumption we get- . 
(40) (Axp,xi) = X(A)(xp,xi)+pX(AO))(Xp-\,xi). 
On the.other hand if A £ % v + 1 we have in virtue of (38) and (39) 
(41) (Axp,xi) = (xp,Axi) = (xp,X(A)x1+X(A^)x0) = 
= HA)(xp,xi) + X&^(xp,x0) = X(A)(xp,x1)-X(A^j(xp_i,x1) 
and. comparing (40) and (41) we see that 
(p+..l)X(A^)(xp_u.x1) = 0. 
As p + 1 > 0 , X(A(^1)) ^ 0 we must have (xp-t, x2) = 0 concluding the proof of (37). 
So we have proved that in every case A(y4(1)) = 0 and relations (36). take the 
form 
Axp = X(A)xp for p — 0 , 1 , 2 , . . ; and A£Xp+1. 
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Hence we have also on the closed subspace 931 generated by xp (p = 0,1,2, ...) 
(42) „ Ах = л(А)х for all x € and A tXv+i; 
on the other hand 931 is invariant with respect to the Hermitian operator Hv. The 
subspace 931 contains the non-negative vector x 0 ^ 0; hence only the following 
three cases a') — / ) are possible: . 
a') 9J1 is non-negative. Then dim 931S к and Hv has an eigenvector y^O in 
931, which in virtue of (42) is. also an eigenvector of all A £ Xv+,; by condition b) of 
the theorem, у is a common eigenvector, for all A£XV and у is non-negative as 
931 is non-negative. 
/?') (x, x) changes its sign on 931 and the inner/product (x, y) is non-degenerate 
on 931. Then 931 is a space Пх , and by PONTRYAGIN'S theorem (see also Corollary 1) 
931 has a «'-dimensional non-negative subspace 91 which is invariant with respect 
to ffv. Let y^O be an eigenvector of Hv in 91; then у is non-negative and by (42) 
it is also an eigenvector for all A£Xv+i. Hence by condition b) it is also a common, 
eigenvector for. all A£X V . 
y') (x, x) changes its sign on 931 and the scalar product (x,y) degenerates on 
931. Let 91 be the isotropic subspace of 501, i. e. 91 = 931 П931-1-. As 931 is invariant 
with respect to Hv, the subspaces 9J1"1" and 91 have the same property. 
But 91 is a nullspace, hence dim 9 1 S « and therefore # v has an eigenvector 
у 0 in 91. Repeating the argument at the end of /?') we see, that у is a common 
non-negative eigenvector of all A£Xv+i. This concludes the proof of assertion 2). 
Assertion 2) means that a non-negative subspace (of dimension ^ 1 and ^ « ) 
exists which is invariant with respect to all A £ X. Using this fact and repeating 
the argument in the proof of proposition VI we see that if dim 91 < я, then 91 с 91i , 
91^91!, where 91i is also non-negative and invariant with respect to all А ч X. 
As in the proof of theorem 1, this proves assertion 1) of theorem 2. 
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